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Abstract  

In this paper, we propose a Particle Swarm Optimized image fusion framework in Discrete Wavelet Transform 
domain that combines the thermal image with the visual image to obtain a single informative fused image. Dual tree 
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DT-DWT) is applied for feature selection and particle swarm optimization (PSO) technique 
is used to obtain the optimized image. In the fusion process, an optimized weighting factor has been used to form a new 
composite image with maximized Entropy and minimized Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). Simulation results indicate 
that the proposed fusion framework results in better quality of the fused image. 

Keywords: Image fusion, Dual Tree Discrete Wavelet Transform, Particle Swarm Optimization, Entropy, Root Mean 
Square Error.   

Introduction  

Recently, Infrared imaging (IR) systems have gained importance in many application areas such as medicine, 
industry , military etc., Thermal infrared image is formed due to emission of heat against visual band images that are 
formed due to light reflection [1,2,3]. Visual band imaging is highly matured and successful due to the advancement of 
sensor technology, availability of computing power, and high digital storage capacity [4,5,6]. However, the image 
processing task and applications are challenging if the visual images obtained under non-ideal environments [7,8,9]. The 
end result depends on the extent of external light source, which sometimes might be absent in environments when there 
are heavy clouds, fog, rain, snow, smoke, darkness, shadows and at night-time. 

   
In contrast, Thermal imaging does not depend on any external light source. It is robust against any illumination 

changes. But, IR imaging is sensitive to temperature changes in the surrounding environment. Currents of cold or warm 
air could influence the performance of the IR system [4,5,9].  IR imaging is also sensitive to variations in the heat 
patterns of the objects. Thus, IR and visual imaging posses highly complementary strengths and limitations. It is 
therefore, advantageous to acquire and process both visual and IR images concurrently and jointly in many applications 
leading to the fusion of information. 

 
Image fusion is the process of blending the most pertinent information from multiple source images to obtain an 

accurate fused image. The fused image is formed to get a better image content and make it easier for further image 
processing tasks. The fused image contains much richer and more accurate information content, which is advantageous 
to the analysis and processing of image signal. It makes the human observation easier and more suitable for computers 
in image processing applications [10].  The main disadvantages of contemporary image fusion techniques is that they 
simply combine the image data together without weighing or analysing the source images and result in information loss 
affecting the spectral characteristics of an image. This kind of techniques may not be acceptable in many cases. In order 
to advance the previously used image fusion methods, in this paper we have introduced an optimized image fusion 
framework which will produce an accurately fused image with the aim of displaying the most significant features from the 
visible and thermal images.The objectives of this study were to combine visible and thermal images using optimized 
image fusion rule to maximize the information content and minimize the root mean square error. 
 
The rest of the section is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the technical background and proposed framework. 
Results and discussions are given in section 4, finally conclusions are drawn at section 5. 

2. Technical Background 

2.1. Image Fusion Techniques 

One of the common approaches towards image fusion is the pixel-level image fusion and fusion takes place 
specifically at the pixel intensities. It is advantageous over the other fusion schemes such as feature level and decision 
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level, as it uses original (pixel values) information of images and can be performed both in spatial or transform domain. 
Thus, spatial domain fusion directly operates on the pixels of the source images. Some of the technique falls under this 
category is discussed below. 

2.1.1. Simple Averaging 

Simple averaging is a very basic and straightforward technique and image fusion is achieved by computing the 
average intensity of corresponding pixels from both the input images [11]. 

 

2

A( x,y ) B( x,y )
F( x,y )

       (1) 

Where, A( x,y) , B( x,y)  are input images and F( x,y)  is the fused image. However when this method is applied, the 

contrast features exclusively presented in either of the images is tremendously decreased. Because of the averaging 
operation, both the good and bad information are minimized in the fused image. 

2.1.2. Simple minimum 

In this approach, image fusion could be achieved by choosing the minimum intensity of corresponding pixels 
from both the input images [11].  

 
0 0

m n

x y

F( x,y ) min A( x,y ),B( x,y )
 

      (2) 

This methodology is suitable for the images with dark shades and would produce a high-quality fused image. 

2.1.3. Simple maximum 

In this technique, image fusion could be achieved by choosing the maximum intensity of corresponding pixels 
from both the input images. 

 
0 0

( , ) max ( , ), ( , )
m n

x y

F x y A x y B x y
 

      (3) 

The simple maximum approach gives a major benefit over averaging method, and there is no negotiation made over the 
good information present in the input images. Although a direct selection of pixel with higher intensity is made here, 
chose of higher pixel intensity does not necessarily mean better information [11]. 

2.1.4. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

By applying PCA on input images that translates a number of correlated variables into uncorrelated variables. 
The input images are arranged in two column vectors and their empirical means are subtracted. The resulting vector has 
a dimension of n x 2, where n is length of each image vector. Eigen vector (V) and Eigen value (D) for the resulting 
vector is computed and obtain the Eigen vectors corresponding to the larger Eigen values. 

The fused image is obtained by 
 

1 2F( x,y) P A( x,y) P B( x,y)       (4) 

Where, 1P and 2P are normalized principal components, computed as follows 

1

1D( )
P

V
    and  2

2D( )
P

V
       (5) 

Where, 1D( )  and 2D( )  are the first and second larger Eigen values in the Eigen vector (V ).By using this image fusion 

technique redundancy of the image data can be decreased, but it produces spectral degradation in the fused image 
[8,11]. 

2.1.5. Pyramid based fusion methods 

Pyramid and wavelet transforms are the most popular multi-resolution methods for pixel level fusion. In pyramid 
transform based image fusion scheme, source images are decomposed into their pyramidal representations followed by 
application of fusion rules to pyramidal representation. Inverse pyramid transform will give resultant fused image. 
Gaussian pyramid [12], Laplacian pyramid [13], Gradient pyramid [14], Contrast pyramid [15], Ratio of low pass pyramid 
[16], Filter subtract decimate pyramid [17], Morphological pyramid [17] are used for image fusion. Pyramid transform 
based fusion methods suffer from blocking effect [18] in the regions where the input images are significantly different. 
Also pyramid transform based fusion methods do not provide any directional information and have poor Signal to Noise 
Ratio (SNR). 
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2.1.6. Wavelet based fusion methods 

Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is the most regularly used wavelet transform for image fusion. It provides 
spectral as well as improved directional information with three spatial orientations namely vertical, horizontal and 
diagonal. The most extensively used form of the DWT is the DDWT implemented in a multi-resolution 
decomposition/reconstruction filter bank tree. The non-redundant nature and ideal reconstruction properties of the DDWT 
are mainly eye-catching for applications such as signal/image compression and noise reduction. The DDWT has two 
drawbacks: Sensitivity to input signal shifts and constrained directionality [19,20]. A time-shift in the input signal can 
result in variations in the DDWT coefficients. This sensitivity is because of the down sampling process in decomposition 
and results in aliased artifacts in the down sampled signals and images. As a consequence of shift sensitivity the DDWT 
coefficients cannot distinguish between input signal shifts [21,22].  

 
 The UDWT has the similar filter bank structure as the DDWT except the down sampling process is disposed of. 

The UDWT does not encompass the shift sensitivity of the DDWT. In whatever way, the approximation and detail signals 
at each one level of the UDWT are the identical size as the original signal resulting in very high redundancy. The DT-
DWT is a late variety of the DDWT [23,24,25]. The DT DWT was actualized to conquer the shift variance and constrained 
directionality of the DDWT while keeping the ideal reconstruction property with restricted redundancy. 

2.2. Applications 

Image fusion is the important component in the development of intelligent machines and systems. The 
successful application of image fusion will lead to improved performance of military surveillance [2], remote sensing, 
medical imaging [14], face recognition [3,5,7,10,11], situational awareness, agriculture, concealed weapon detection[20] 
and satellite imaging.  

3. PSO Optimized Image Fusion Framework 

In this section we present the proposed image fusion algorithm. Visible image and thermal image was captured 
using different cameras hence the source images have different fields of view and spatial resolutions. Image 
Preprocessing is performed on both source images (i.e. image resampling) since a pixel-level approach was used, the 
source images were registered using affine transform. The visible image was selected as the base image and the 
thermal image was the input image; i.e. the image to be registered. 

  
After image registration the source images are decomposed into wavelet coefficients using Dual-Tree Discrete 

Wavelet Transform (DT-DWT). In the fusion process an optimized weighting factor has been used to form a new 
composite image with maximized Entropy and minimized Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). We proposed an optimized 
weighted averaging rule in the fusion of the wavelet coefficients. Swarm intelligence based Particle Swarm Optimization 
(PSO) is used to find the optimal weights with Entropy and RMSE based objective function. The wavelet coefficients of 
the source images are fused based on the optimal weights obtained and on application of inverse DT-DWT the resultant 
fused image is obtained. Figure 1 demonstrates the block diagram of the proposed method, in which particle swarm 
optimization framework is employed in calculating the optimal weights in order to best enhance the fused image. The 
proposed algorithm is given in figure 2. 

3.1. Dual Tree Discrete Wavelet Transform (DT-DWT) 

The dual tree discrete wavelet transform (DT-DWT) was introduced to surmount shift invariance and 
directionality restrictions of the DWT, while sustaining the perfect reconstruction property with limited redundancy [25,26, 
27,28]. The DT-DWT is made out of two parallel DWT filter bank trees; the first tree gives the real part of the transform 
whereas the second tree gives the imaginary part.  The wavelet and scaling functions utilized in one tree can be 
described as approximate Hilbert transforms of the functions in the other tree. The filters utilized in both trees are real, 
but the united filters are said to be analytic. The successful process of the DT-DWT is focused around the distinction 
between the filters in the two trees. In this paper, the DT-DWT of an image d is denoted by f and is assumed in the 

different scales to be of the form:  1 2 3f f , f , f ,..., f ,d .Here, d represents the approximation or low frequency sub-

bands at the last decomposition level, while f  represents the details or high frequency sub-bands at level . In addition, 

f  is composed of twelve directional sub-bands, six of which are real, and six are imaginary as given as follows. 

 

1 2 6

1 2 6

j j j
realfreal i, , freal i, ,..., freal i,

f
j j j

imaginaryfimg i, , fimg i, ,..., fimg i,

                                       
     (7) 
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The sources images A and B are decomposed into approximation (low frequency) and detailed (high frequency) 
components at the required level using DT-DWT.  The coefficients of the visual and thermal images are subsequently 
combined using the fusion rule. The fused image f is then obtained by taking the inverse DT-DWT to the fused 
coefficients.  1F T T( A),T( B)      

 
Where T is the DT-DWT. The fusion rule ( ) used here is, 

 

     1 2w A( x,y) w B( x,y)      

 

Here 1w  and 2w determine the percentage of each image displayed in the fused image, without any information 

loss and change in spectral characteristics of an image. Many of the fusion rules are based on fixed weights which do not 
suitable for all kind of images. Therefore it is necessary to find an optimal weights for fusion of wavelet coefficients that 
lead to maximized information and minimized root mean square error. 
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Fig. 1. PSO optimized image fusion framework 
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Algorithm for proposed image fusion approach 

 
Input     :  Visual Image A (M×N) and Thermal Image B (M×N) 
Output:  Fused Image F (M×N) 
Wavelet Decomposition 
  Apply DT-DWT on each source image and get wavelet coefficients 
  end 
Particle swarm optimization 
 Initialize dimension, number of particles, velocity, and iterations  
 for each iteration 
  for each particle 
   for each dimension 
    Update the velocity of each particle using Eq. (8) 
    Update the position(weights) of each particle using Eq. (9) 

    end 
   Do fusion based on new weights using Eq. (10) 
    Evaluate the fitness function using Eq. (12) 
    store it in temporary variable(temp) 
     if  ( temp >= pbest_value) 
      store location in pbest 
     end 
     if  (temp > gbest_value) 
      store temp as gbest_value 
      store the location of best particle in gbest 
     end 
  end 
 
  If ( iter == max_iter) 
   Store gbest as optimal weights 
  end 
end 
 Fuse the wavelet coefficients using optimal weights 
 Apply inverse DT-DWT on fused image 
 Final optimized fused image  
 

 
Fig. 2. PSO optimized image fusion Algorithm. 

3.2. Particle Swarm optimization (PSO) 

PSO is a population -based optimization technique with the aim of exploiting the population of possible 
solutions to probe the search space simultaneously. In a mathematical context PSO can be stated as follows. Let 

nA R  and  f : A Y R   

Where, A the search is space and f  be the objective function. The whole population is called as swarm and its 

individuals are called particles. The swarm is defined as a set:  1 2 NS x ,x ,...,x ,  

of N  particles(possible solutions), defined as: 

 1 2

T

i i i idx x ,x ,...,x A           1 2i , ,...,N   

Indices are randomly assigned to particles, where N  is a user defined parameter of the algorithm and d be the 

dimension. The Each particle has a unique fitness function value:  i if f x Y   

The particles are assumed to move inside the search space iteratively by adjusting their position using a proper location 
shift called velocity, indicated as:  1 2

T

i i i idv v ,v ,...,v ,                1 2i , ,...,N  

Velocity is updated iteratively to make the particles efficiently move in any region of A . If t represents the 

iteration count, then the current position of the thi  particle and its velocity is indicated as  ix t  and  iv t   respectively. 

Velocity of the particle is updated based on the information gained from previous steps of the algorithm [29]. PSO also 
has a memory set:  1 2 NP P ,P ,...,P  
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This contains the best positions:  1 2

T

i i i idP P ,P ,...,P A  , 1 2i , ,...,N  

 
Ever visited by each particle. These positions are defined as 

 

i t iP( t ) arg max f ( t ),  

 
PSO is modelled based on the social behaviour of birds that allows particles to mutually communicate their 

experience. As a result the algorithm calculates the global best position which is ever visited by swarm. The global best 
position is denoted by index g.  i.e. (highest fitness function value in P at a given iteration t ), 

  g t iP ( t ) arg max f P ( t )  

 
The velocity and positions of each particle updated during each iteration by applying the following equation 

          1 1 2 21i i i i g iv t v t c r P t x ( t ) c r P t x ( t )              (8) 

     1 1i i ix t x t V t                                                                  (9) 

 
Where,   is called as the inertia weight that control the convergence behaviour of PSO. The large inertia weight aids 

global search (searching new areas), while small inertia weight tends to aid local search. The parameters 1c  and 2c  are 

stabilizes the influence of the individual best and global best position. The parameters 1r  and 2r  are applied to control the 

diversity of the population, and they are distributed in the range [0, 1]. 

 3.3. Optimization of Image Fusion Rule 

In our proposed work the image is decomposed using DT-DWT, the decomposed wavelet coefficients should be 
fused based on fusion rule. The fusion rule is given as 

 

1 2F( x,y) w A( x,y) w B( x,y)                                                         (10)       

 

Where, A( x,y) and B( x,y )  are input wavelet coefficients and F( x,y)  is fused wavelet coefficients. PSO is employed to 

find optimal weights 1w  and 2w  which maximizes the entropy and minimizes the root mean square error. An image with 

high entropy (high information content) and RMSE improves the fusion performance. In this paper image fusion is 
formulated as an optimization problem as given below: The set of particle values (weights) is defined as a set of N  

particles  

11 12 1

21 22 2

N

N

w ,w ,...,w
w

w ,w ,...,w

            

Where,         
 

                            
 1 2

T
w w ,w A   

 
 Which maximizes the objective function (Entropy) 

                

255

2
0

t
i

arg max( H ) p( i ) log ( p( i ))


                     (11) 

Where p( i )  is the probability of occurrence of thi  intensity of the fused image. The particle set w  should also minimize 

the objective function (Root Mean square Error) 
            

     2 2

1 1 1 1

1 1 1

2

M N M N

t
i j i j

arg min( RMSE ) F( i, j ) V( i, j ) F( i, j ) T( i, j )
MN MN   

                       (12) 

 

F( i, j ) ,V( i, j ) and T( i, j )  are fused, visible and thermal images respectively . A multi-objective optimization technique 

usually applies a method called pareto dominance [29], but this may increase the computational complexity. One of the 
simple ways to handle the multi-objective optimization problem is to construct an overall objective function as a linear 
combination of the multiple conflicting objective functions [29]. The overall objective function is defined as follows: 
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1 1 2 2f ( x) f ( x) f ( x)                                   (13) 

 

Here, 1  and 2  are constants whose values indicates the relative significance of one objective function relative to other. 

In our proposed work two contrasting objectives are included; (i) Minimization of RMSE (ii) The maximization of 
information content in the image. This observation matches with the structure of the standard PSO and is applied to 
incorporate the optimization of a multiple goals leading to the multi-objective particle swarm optimization. The proposed 
multi objective function is formulated as follows: 

             

   
255

1 2 2
0 2 2

1 1 1 1

1

1 1 1
2

M N M N
i

i j i j

f ( x ) p( i ) log ( p( i ))

F( i, j ) V( i, j ) F ( i, j ) T( i, j )
MN MN

 


   

                      
             (14) 

Each row in the particle set is substituted in Eq. (10) and the fused image is obtained. The solution set which 
gives the maximum entropy value and minimum root mean square error for the fused image will be stored as gbest. After 
the maximum number of iterations is reached the gbest value is used to get the final fused image. 

3.2. Evaluation of Image Fusion 

Metrics are considered in this paper, which do not require ground truth (reference images) for evaluation. 
Standard deviation is the square root of the variance, which reflects the spread in information and is given by 

 
255

2

0
mean( i i ) h( i )                                   (15) 

Where, i  and meani  is gray-level and mean intensity of the image, and h( i ) is the normalized histogram of the image. It is 

well-known that standard deviation is made out of the signal and noise parts. This metric would be more productive 
without noise. It gauges the contrast in the fused image hence; an image with high contrast would have a high standard 
deviation.  

Spatial Frequency is used to measure the action level in an image. A large value of spatial frequency depicts 
the vast activity level in the image which represents the clarity of the image. 

 
2 2SF ( RF ) (CF )                                  (16) 

 

            2

1 2

1
1

m n

i j

RF F( i, j ) F( i, j )
m n  

                        (17) 

 

            2

1 2

1
1

m n

i j

CF F( i, j ) F( i , j )
m n  

                        (18) 

 

Here RF  and CF  are row frequency and column frequency. F is the fused image; m n  is the size of the fused image. 

4. Results and Discussion 

The proposed image fusion framework was tested against several state-of-the-art image fusion methods namely 
simple averaging, simple minimum, PCA, and DWT. The proposed fusion method is implemented using MatLab 2013. 
Figure 3,4,5 shows the result of different image fusion algorithms for the forest, room and street image respectively. 
Subjective or visual comparison between different methods indicates superiority of the proposed method against other 
image fusion algorithms. The fused image is similar to visible image while applying the minimum selection method on the 
forest image. The reason behind the result is that, the visual image is having the dark background which contains low 
intensity value. Maximum selection approach produces the result which is replica of thermal image and averaging 
approach gives best result compared with the above two methods.  Despite of the result obtained from averaging 
method, it is observed that the intensity level of the human and building in the forest image is low. In PCA method, the 
source image transposed completely in resulting image and information retrieved from that fused image not good as 
DWT. The DWT fused image has low contrast between the forest and human in compared with proposed method. The 
result obtained for the street and room images by proposed method gives more information than the existing fusion 
methods. The optimal weights and fitness value for each image is given in table 1. The PSO parameters selected for the 
optimization problem are listed in table 2. 
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(a) Visible Image             (b) Thermal Image             (c) Minimum selection        (d) Maximum Selection 

 

 

 

 

        
             (e) Averaging                    (f) PCA                        (c) DWT                         (d) Proposed 

Fig. 3. Fused image of forest image using various image fusion algorithm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      a) Visible Image       (b) Thermal Image      (c) Minimum selection               (d) Maximum Selection 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(e) Averaging                    (f) PCA                        (c) DWT                         (d) Proposed 
Fig. 4. Fused image of room image using various image fusion algorithm 

 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   a) Visible Image      (b) Thermal Image    (c) Minimum selection        (d) Maximum Selection 
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e) Averaging                    (f) PCA                        (c) DWT                         (d) Proposed 
Fig. 5. Fused image of street image using various image fusion algorithm 

 
                  Table 1. Optimal weights      Table 2. Parameters of PSO 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The metric qualities demonstrate the subjective assessment, that our proposed image fusion algorithm 

generally incorporates more data from the source images into the fused images. Table 3 reflects the performance of 
fusion .The entropy index and root mean square error for the proposed method is better compared to other fusion 
method, which indicates that the fused image obtained by the proposed method has more information content compared 
to the fused images using other fusion algorithms. 

 
Table 3. Quantitative Analysis of image quality metrics 

       

5. Conclusion 

This paper presented an optimized image fusion framework to combine thermal and visible image to produce a 
single informative fused image. Prior to image fusion thermal image is registered by taking visual image as a reference 
image.  The proposed method applied the DT-DWT for image decomposition and Swarm intelligence based Particle 
Swarm Optimization (PSO) is used to find the optimal weights with Entropy and RMSE based objective function. The 
wavelet coefficients of the source images are fused based on the optimal weights obtained and on application of inverse 
DT-DWT the resultant fused image is obtained. The experimental results demonstrates that the proposed methodology 
has more entropy index which shows that it integrates more information content from the source images into fused 
image. Comparing with other methods, our fusion method is superior in terms of both quantitatively and visually because 
it combines the most significant features from the source images.  

PSO parameters Values 

Particle size(N), 
Dimension (D) and Iteration 

50, 2 and 80 

Inertia ( ω) ω-initial = 0.9  ω –final = 0.4 

Learning Factors (c1,c2) c1=2,c2=2 

Image W1 W2 Fitness 
value 

Forest 0.62 0.38 1.521 

Room  0.92 0.08 1.114 

Street 0.85 0.15 1.523 

Measure/Technique 
Proposed 
Approach 

DWT PCA Averaging minimum maximum 

Result of Forest Image 

Entropy(E) 7.55 6.86 0.76 6.85 5.43 7.55 

RMSE 6.62 9.42 4.34 9.38 2.34 9.71 

Standard 
Deviation(SD) 

56.20 35.83 522.64 34.96 27.79 57.15 

Spatial frequency(SF) 24.20 17.67 160.03 14.02 19.01 17.40 
Result of Room image 

Entropy(E) 7.56 7.07 7.38 7.02 6.38 6.87 

RMSE 6.78 9.97 7.87 9.96 1.04 10.69 

Standard 
Deviation(SD) 

56.61 38.31 57.92 37.56 37.69 44.44 

Spatial frequency (SF) 14.76 11.59 7.95 6.57 10.46 7.11 
Result of Street image 

Entropy(E) 7.67 7.51 7.42 7.43 6.76 7.63 

RMSE 8.85 9.70 9.80 9.82 2.05 10.23 

Standard 
Deviation(SD) 

70.30 53.90 51.44 51.32 50.08 62.95 

Spatial frequency(SF) 2.05 35.93 24.29 23.87 24.92 35.33 
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